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We want to be useful
and even interesting
Subject failure

A miian who would never dare pull out snapshots of his beautiful grandchildren can, under certain agreeable circumstances
of conltact with peers, make good communication use of color
snapshots that illustrate some noteworthy aspect of subjects
whose beauty and wonder only a fellow specialist would fully
appreciate.
Though the percentage of KODACO[-OR Prints so used is
small, we consider this use important. One of the fine things
abOuIt KODACOLOR Prints is their modest price. This is made
possible by vast numbers of people who dlo dare to pull out
sn.apshots of their grandchildren and of happy events in their

lives. A certaini predictability in such pictures detracts nothing
from their acceptability. On the contrary, it helps by providing valid statistics for automatic adjustments in the printexposing equipment to raise still higher the incidence of satisfactory color balance in the resulting snapshots.
The machinery that juldges each negative uLnderstands perfectly that Grandma wants justice done to her green dress,
but it is too stupid to know that three very light green larvae,
occupying less than 5% of the expanse of the dark green leaf
in an-other picture, are the sole reason that picture was taken.
So it does a grand job of exposing for the leaf background,
while the uinderexposed larvae lose the delicate color that had
excited the photographer.
Here is a choice of ways to beat this subject failuLre:
1. Set up to Iake your owIn color prints. You know what
yotu want. There is much satisfaction in bringing it forth with
your own hands.
2. A custom color lab that serves professional photographers canii accept your highly detailed instructions on each
negative. They will be carried out by an operator who is far
from stupid. He deserves good pay for his patience.
3. Save needless fLss and expense by sticking to KODACOLOR
Prints, but take a moment to think how you can fool our
stupid machinery into working for you instead of against you.
If only a small part of the picture is to carry the subject of
interest, don't let something very much darker or lighter constitute much of the rest of the negative.

Hi, all you molecular biologists out there!
For success in riveting attention to the respective merits of
various detergents, the American economy has long reserved
some of its richer material rewards. Never mind why. It is so.
Here now we seek attention to the very special detergent,
Tri-iso-propylnaphthalenesulfonic Acid Sodium Salt. You'll
love the way it teams up with phenol and m-cresol to ease the
task of extriacting clean RNA from animal and vegetable
ribosomes. Now you can use a medium that inhibits nucleases
at the same time it prevents release and shearing of DNA!
While the importance of this detergent in molecular biology
cannlot, perhaps, be overemphasized, we can sure try.
Secret envy of the cleanliness attained by others in tileir
extractions need no longer gnaw at the vitals. First news of
the boon appeared in Biochlen. J. 96:266 (1965): "Tri-isopropylnaphthalenesulphonate is a suitable detergent, as it can
be used with phenol in a greater concentration than dodecyl
suLlphate without forming a single-phase system." This fits in

KODAK Infrared Scope: A 21-ouncec
1.1X telescope for observing infrared
emission or for seeing by infrared illumination. Peak response at 800 nm,
90C,7 of peak at 700-900 nm, total sensitivity range 400 to 1200 nm. Objective can be focused from one foot to
infinity. Field of view 260. Resolves at
least 5.5 minutes through focusing eye24 OCTOBER 1969

with a two-stage extraction fotund essential for stable RNA.
A phenol-cresol mixture outperforms phenol alone as a deproteinating agent. In the first stage, DNA is left at the phase
interf ace. The second cleanses most protein from the aqueous
phase and prevents precipitation of the remainder by m-cresol.
In Nature 215:363 (1967) read how this miracle detergent
in combination with the polyacrylamide-gel disk electrophoresis technique, which we helped promote to the world
for protein resolutioll, has distinguished cytoplasmic RNA in
plants from bacterial and mammalian RNA and has led to the
suggestion that chloroplasts evolved from symbiotic bluegreen algae!
As.k fo- it as Tri-iso-propylnaphthalenestulfonic Acid Sodium
Salt. Ask for it as EASIIAN P3513, huct ask for it. Ask B&A /
CURTIN / FISIIER / HOWE & FRENCHI / NORTH-STRONG
/ PREISER / SARGENT-WELCH / WILL. We hllave two ,,n puiblished te.stimnonials froiti mimiiiiipeachahle sources that this grdle
wvoks fineit int this applic'ationz ivithout further purific-ationi.

piece on viewscrecn of its green-emitting image converter.
Built-in power supply delivers 12,000 volts from a 1.34-v
mercuLry battery. We buy these metascopes in quantity for
resale to photofinishers, who Use them for darkroom chores
under infrared safelight.
If youi too nzeed one, Departmiienlt 927, Eastman Kodak Cotipaun, Rochester, N.Y. 14650, cani provide a curentt estim1ate of
how mnttch change to expect back froml $1,000.
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